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Abstract

Hackbusch's frequency decomposition multi-level method is characterized by the
application of three additional coarse-grid corrections in parallel to the standard one.
Each coarse-grid correction was designed to damp errors from a different part of the
frequency spectrum. In this paper, we introduce a cheap variant of this method,
partly based on semi-coarsening, which demands less recursive calls than the original
version. Using the theory of the additive Schwarz methods, we will prove robustness
of our method as a preconditioner applied to anisotropic equations.

Key words: Frequency decomposition, multi-level method, semi-coarsening, fi
nite elements, hierarchical basis, additive Schwarz method, subspace decomposition,
robustness.

Mathematical Subject Classification (1991): 6.5N5.5, 65N30.

1 Introduction

As is well-known, the rate of convergence of a multi-level method applied to a discretized
elliptic boundary value problem is less than one uniformly in the toplevel. Yet, without a
special choice of the components of the method, the rate of convergence tends to one as
the problem becomes less elliptic (singularly perturbed problems), that is, the method is
not robust. This paper concentrates on the question of robustness for so-called anisotropic
problems. The classical way to obtain a robust multi-level method is to choose the smoother
adapted to the problem. A disadvantage of this approach is that resulting smoothers are
often expensive, not well parallelizable or, in three dimensions, hard to find.

"Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box
513, NL-5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Email: stevenso@win.tue.nl .
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An alternative approach is to add more coarse-grid corrections to the multi-level method.
Representatives of this class of methods are Hackbusch' Frequency Decomposition Multi
Level Method (FDMLM) ([2], [3], [5], [6]), that is subject of this paper, and the Multiple
Semi-Coarsened Grids Method ([8], [9], [10]) introduced by Mulder.

In two dimensions, the FD Two-Level Method consists of four coarse-grid corrections,
that can be performed in parallel, each of them designed to reduce errors in a (non
overlapping) part of the frequency spectrum. To speed up convergence, smoothers can be
added to the algorithm but we shall not consider this option. In the (V-cycle) FDMLM,
each of the four coarse-grid problems is solved by means of a recursive call, thus involving
four coarse-grid corrections on the next coarser level. For a complete explanation of the
ideas behind this method, we refer to the papers of Hackbusch. In [5], it has been proved
that the FD TLM yields a robust preconditioner, that is, the condition number of the
preconditioned system is bounded uniformly in the toplevel and the anisotropy. Up till
now, robustness of the FDMLM is an open problem.

In this paper, we study a cheap variant of the FDMLM. As already was noted in [3],
one of the coarse-grid problems generated by the FDTLM has a bounded condition number
(:= Amax / Amin) uniformly with respect to the level and the anisotropy. Therefore, instead
of applying a recursive call, this system can better be solved using a cheap iterative solver
as e.g. Jacobi's method. Apart from this, with our FDMLM, we solve two of the three
remaining coarse-grid problems by means of only two instead of four coarse-grid corrections
on the next coarser level by using semi-coarsening. It will appear then that also one of
these two corrections yields a system with bounded condition number, which therefore can
be solved cheaply. On the other system we apply the semi-coarsening idea recursively.

For any dimension d, the complexity of the resulting algorithm is equivalent to the
number of unknowns, even if one would apply more than one recursive calls on certain
places in the algorithm. Considered as an additive Schwarz method or, in the terminology
of [11], a Parallel Subspace Correction method, it consists of (#levels)d subspace corrections
compared to I"V (2d)#levels subspace corrections for the FDMLM in its original form.

Using the theory of the additive Schwarz methods, we will prove robustness of our
FDMLM as a preconditioner. To do that, we first reformulate the method in an abstract
finite element context. This kind of formulation of a multi-level method was introduced
in [1]. Then exploiting tensor products, the question of robustness will be reduced to the
question of convergence of the method in one dimension applied to the identity and the
Laplace operator.

In one dimension, the subspace decomposition that defines our method appears to be
very similar to the decomposition of the finite element space into the differences of sub
sequent L2-orthogonal projections onto the finite element spaces corresponding to coarser
grids. In particular, we will show that also our decomposition induces an L2-equivalent
norm, which means convergence for the identity. The fact that the decomposition using
L2-orthogonal projections yields an HI-equivalent norm plays a crucial role in the mod
ern regularity free convergence proofs of standard multi-level methods (d. [11], [12]). By
adapting Xu's proof of this result, we will prove the same for our decomposition and with
that convergence for the Laplace operator.
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Our FDMLM can be seen as block Jacobi's method after a basis transformation to a
certain hierarchical basis. Our convergence result means that independent of the dimension,
the stiffness matrix after this transformation has a bounded condition number uniformly
in the level and the anisotropy.

In a forthcoming paper, we will report about numerical results obtained with the
method.

Following [11], we shall use the notations .$, ~ and ;:;:;. When we write

then there exists constants C1 , C2, C3 and C3 , that are independent of relevant parameters
as the level or the anisotropy, such that

2 Description of the method

2.1 Basic definitions

We start by giving some definitions for the one-dimensional case. Let ° = (0,1),
hk = 2-(k+l) (k E No = {O,I,2, ...}) and Ok = Onhk(Z+~Z) (z E {a,I}). Note
that 02 = 0Ll U Ok-I (d. figure 1). On the space of grid functions on Ok, denoted by

o X 0 X ..... x 0 x 0 I

Figure 1: "Standard" and "shifted" coarse-grids Otl and Ok-I respectively.

£2(Ok)' we define the scaled Euclidian scalar product by

<ll,V>O~= hk E Il(X)V(X)
xE°lc

1

and norm 11·110' =<., .>~..
k k

The prolongations pt : £2 (Ok_I) ---+ £2 (n~) are defined in difference stencil notation as
po = ~] 1 2 1 [ (linear interpolation) and pI = ~] -1 2 -1 [. They satisfy

(1)

The restrictions r t are defined as adjoints of the corresponding prolongations, that IS,

r O = ~[1 2 1] and r 1 = H-1 2 -1].
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For the general d-dimensional case, we define the grids OJ,, = 0~11 X .•• x O~

(k ENg, z E {O,l}d). vVe equip the space f2(0k) of grid functions on Ok with scalar
d --

product </1, v>nic = hk L:xEnic /1(x)v(x).
Since we will exploit tensor products quite often, we note here that f2(01:) = 01=lf2(0~)

i.e. £2(01:) = span {01=lUj : Uj E f2(0~)}, where (01=lUj)(X) := n1=1 Uj(Xj). Further-

h d d ndmore, we ave <0j =1 Uj, 0 j=1 Vj>nic = j=l <uj, Vj>n'j .
kj

2.2 Derivation of the (modified) FDMLM

First, we consider the two-dimensional case. In [2], the FD Two-Level Method to solve a
system Aft = (3 on og~ was defined by

ft ~ ft- L p~ 0 ~ (r~ 0 r~ A p~ 0~) -1 r~ 0 r~ (All - (3),
1,JE{O,1}

where thus r~0r; A p~0pt acts on the space of grid functions on 0Y-lJ-l (= n J-l x n~_l)'

[It will be clear why we avoid the term two-grid method.] Using the abbreviations p1J and
r 1J for p~ 0 pt and r~ 0 r~ respectively, we have

and

[

( _1)1+J (-1)32 (_1)1+J]
r 1J (= (p1J)*) = l~ (-lr2 4 (-1)12.

(-1 )1+J (-1 )J2 (-1 )1+J

Vve consider only A > 0. Then because of the Galerkin approach, the error amplification
operator of the method is given by

p* - Ilnew = L ptJ(ft* - pOld),
1,JE{O,1}

where /1* is the exact solution and plJ is the projection from e2(og~) onto range plJ orthog
onal with respect to <A·, '>0.00. The range of the standard prolongation pOo contains the

JJ

"smooth" functions. The one-dimensional prolongation pI was chosen such that the ranges
of the plJ for (z,)) =I- (0,0) contain the different types of oscillating functions, so that also
errors of that kind are corrected.

We consider systems that arise from the application of the bilinear finite element method
on

{
-(alai + a2o;)u

U
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that is,

where aI, a2 ~ 0 and al + a2 > o. This kind of problems is called anisotropic if al ~ a2 or
al ~ a2. In [5], it was proved that the condition number K(Ls,JE{O,I} pSJ(rSJApSJ)-lrSJA) ;S 1
(uniformly in J and ai), which means that the FDTLM yields a robust preconditioner for
these systems. Our aim is to prove the same for a multi-level version.

In its original form, the multi-level version consists of recursive calls for each of the
four coarse-grid problems on the grids n3~1J-l' n3:'1J-l' n)~IJ-l and n):'1J-l' Since
rO [-1 2 -1 ]pO = ~ [-1 2 -1 ], rO [1 4 1 ]pO = [1 4 1], r 1 [1 4 1 ]pl = 21 and

7 3
3 10 3

r
l [-1 2 _1]pl=~ =:~[3 10 3r,

3 10 3
7 3

the operators on the spaces of grid functions on these grids are

rOI A pOI = la h-2 [-13 1 J-l

and

2 -1] + ~a,,,:;::, Hr[1 4 1] on e'(n~'-'J_')'

r'"Ap'o = ~a,,,:;::, [3 10 3r [1] + la,,,:;::, [~] on l'(n~~'J_')

r"Ap" = la,,,:;::, [3 10 3r+ la,,,:;::, [1~r on l'(n~'-1J_l)·

As noted in [3] , the condition number K(rllApll) ;S 1 (uniformly in hJ - 1 and ai). So
instead of applying a recursive call, the corresponding system can be solved using a cheap
iterative solver. Furthermore, in [3] it was argued that in the cases al :::; a2 or al ~ a2

also one of the two operators rOI A pOI and rIOApIO has a bounded condition number. Yet,
this argument can not be applied to construct a method tha.t is robust for the general
variable coefficient case. Therefore, we will use another idea to further reduce the number
of recursive calls.
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Consider the following two operators that arise from A := r01 ApOl by means of semi
coarsening n3:'lJ-l in the x-direction, that is, in the direction where we have not applied
pI so far,

°A- ° 1 h-2 [ 1 2 ] 1 h 2rx Px = 3a1 J-2 - -1 + 6a2 J-l 4 1]

and

r~.Ap~ = !a,h:;':, [3 10 3r +!a,h:;':, Hr on £'({l~'-'J_')'

Then the first operator is of the same type as A and so we can apply (x- )semi-coarsening
recursively or, if J - 2 = 0, the operator has a bounded condition number and therefore
the system can be solved using a cheap iterative solver. The second operator always has
a bounded condition number. With a view to a recursive application, we note that this
boundedness is not only uniform in hJ- 1 and ai, but also in the ratio hJ- 2/ hJ-l. The
argument is that for B1, B2 > 0, we have K(B1 + 8 2 ) :::; max{ K(B1 ), K(B2 )}.

Analogously to the above procedure, we can solve the system on n~/!-IJ-l using semi
coarsening in the y-direction. Finally, as with the original version, the system on n3<:'lJ-l
is solved with a recursive call of the entire method, with which this informal description
of the modified FDMLM is completed (see figure 2).

mE
----.· .11 . .

°J-IJ-l' .· .· ..._--_..W
---- .. .

nlO : :
J-lJ-l . ., ., .._---_.

p~1 \P:

1m
-- --- .W--- -- .I It., .

t I • I
I I I I. .
I I I I. .
I I I I
I I I I.. -- . -- .... -- - -- ..

-
- -.

, ,
noo' ,
~J , ,. ,

... • 6

P~0P~
nJ~lJ-lm':-- --- -~. .. .._-_ .. _~

p~1 \p~

~
---- ----. 6--------.

t • • •
I I I t

I • I I

I , I I
I , I I

._--- ---_.. ,-- -----_ ..

m-------.. .
noo: :

J-IJ-l . ., ,, .• __ - .0

pO®pO I\ pI ®plx y ° 1 x y
PX®Py P;®P~

FR
,---- ----i :~-------; :tEB----- -i ±f'--------;
• I I I I I I •
I t I I I I I I

I I I I
I ~ I , I I I •
I I • I
• , I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I,, •• 1 - ••• .... 'w ."

0·"::"·.
9.00 :0: ..••

Figure 2: Grids and prolongations defining the modified FDMLM in two-dimensions. [We
dotted the lines at the bottom of the figure since the pictures of the grids correspond with
J = 2, Le. the three-level rase.]
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k=O

k ~ 1

In view of the following, note that since e.g. on Og~IJ-l no system is solved (unless
J - 1 = 0), but only coarse-grid corrections are invoked, this (intermediate) grid and the
operators defined on it are only important for an efficient implementation. Because of the
Galerkin approach, the mathematical properties of the resulting method are determined
by the (sequence of) prolongations from the grids on which systems are (approximately)
solved (leafs in the tree of figure 2) onto the finest grid O~. For example, for J = 2 these

1 r OOiO. OO 00iO. 01 00iO. 1 01iO. 00 01iO. O l OliO. 1pro onga Ions are PxPx 'CI PyPy, PxPx 'CI PyPy, PxPx 'CI Py, PxPx 'CI PyPy, PxPx 'CI PyPy, PxPx 'CI Py,
1 0 0 1 Old 1 l' d f 11 'bl b" f 0 0Px ® PyPy, Px ® PyPy an Px ® Py, I.e., tensor pro ucts 0 a pOSSI e com matlOns 0 PxPx,
01 1 d 00011PxPx, Px an PyPy, PyPy, Py'

We are now ready to give a formal description of the modified FDMLM.

Algorithm 2.1 Let All = (3 be a system on the d-dimensional g1'id og·::.~. For 0 ~ k ~ J,
define the one-dimensional prolongation Pk = p~J) by

{

~pl : f2(01-1) ---+ f2(Og)

_ (J-k)x
Pk - pO .... pO : (2(Og) ---+ (2(03)
~

Jx

Note that because of (1), we have (2(03) = ffi£=1 rangepk. For k E I := {O, ... , J}d, we
define

Pk = ®1=IPkj,xj' rk = p'A,(= ®1=ITkd,xJ and Ak = TkApk.

Let now Bk be such that Bk
1 is a cheap approximation of A k

1. Then the (modified) FDA/LM
is defined by

Il ~ Il - L Pk Bk 1rk(AIl - (3). (2)
kEf

Our FDMLM is an example of an additive Schwarz method or Parallel Subspace Correction
method with subspaces range Pk satisfying f2(Og·::.~) = ffikEfrange Pk.

Remark 2.2 Since e.g. Og~IJ-l (d = 2) is coarsened only in the x-direction, the el
ementary one-dimensional prolongations pO and pI, which are the building blocks of all
prolongations in the algorithm, always map onto the space of grid functions on a non
shifted grid, that is, a grid O~ for some kEN. So in contrast to the original FDMLM, we
do not have to construct boundary adaptations for pO and pI in order to maintain property
(1 ).

We want to prove robustness of this method applied to anisotropic problems. As a
consequence of the following lemma it is then sufficient to analyse the FDMLM with exact
subspace corrections (Bk = A k ). The straightforward proof of this lemma is left to the
reader.

Lemma 2.3 Let A > 0 and Bk > 0 (k E I). Define A = maXkEf Amax(BklAk) and
A = minkE/Amin(BklAk)' Then

K (~PkBklrkA) S ~ " (~PkAklrkA) .

7



Analogously to the two-dimensional case, for d-dimensional anisotropic problems we have
that K(Ak) ;S 1 (k E 1). So already the simple Richardson iteration, that is Bk = p(Ak),
gives 1= maXkEI K(Ak) ;S 1.

2.3 Computational complexity

For ease of presentation we consider the two-dimensional case. The general case can be
handled using induction.

Assume that the application of Bi:1 (k E 1) costs a number of operations that is equiv
alent to the number of points of the grid in question. For k1 ~ k2 , let W~1\2 (W12

0k1)
be the number of arithmetic operations necessary to treat a system on n2~k2 (nl~kJ us
ing the recursive application of semi-coarsening in the x- (y- )direction. Then we have
W~1\2 ~ #nZ~k2 + W~11_lk2' which gives W~/k2 ~ #nZ~k2 and analogously vV12°k1 ~ #nl~kl'
Finally, let lV~~ be the number of arithmetic operations necessary for a entire FDMLM
call on n~~. We conclude that

W~~ '" VV~~1k_l + VV~~1k_l + W:~lk-l + #n~~

'" lV~~1k_l + #n~~,

h' h' l' Woo = #000 N h ' #000 1#000 1 th .w IC Imp Ies kk '" Hkk' ote t at sInce Hk-lk-l Hkk = 4' more an one recurSIve
calls on nZ~lk-l can be applied. The number of recursive calls involving semi-coarsening
should be restricted to one.

3 Proof of robustness of the FDMLM

3.1 Coordinate free finite element formulation

To facilitate the analysis, we reformulate the algorithm in a more abstract context. We
start by giving some definitions for the one-dimensional case.

For Z E {O, I}, kENo, define 81x E f2(n~) by 81Ay) = {0
1

x -I. y .
, , X '/ Y

Define Pk : f2(n~) -+ HJ(O) c £2(n) as the linear interpolation operator using zero
boundary values. Put M k = rangePk, that is, M k is the linear finite element space
corresponding to the grid nz. The basis {cP2,x := Pk82,x : x E n2} is the standard (nodal)
basis of Mk. We equip Mk with scalar product

(3)

1

and norm II ·IIM k =<', ,>1
k

• It is well-known that 1I·IIMk ~ 11·11£2 (uniformly in k).
For k > 1, we define Vk = range(Pkpl : f2(nLI) -+ HJ(n)). We will call the basis

{cPl,x := Pkp18LI,x : x E nLI} the standard basis of Vk. Using Pkpo = Pk-I, we find that
(1) is equivalent to

(4)

8



So, with the definition Va = M o, the union of the bases of Va, .. . , Vk forms a basis of M k
which is therefore called a hierarchical basis (d. figure 3). Note that (4) does not imply

1

1
2

EMo

~

Figure 3: Hierarchical basis of M 2 •

that Va, ... ,Vk are mutually orthogonal with respect to some scalar product.
For kENo, let h : Vk ~ L 2(O) be the inclusion operator. Since

we find that Pk is the representation of h with respect to the standard bases on Vk and
MJ.

As usual, for some basis {tPi : i E Iw } of a subspace W C L2 (O), we define the dual

basis {~i: i E Iw } of W by (~i,tPj)£2 = {~ ;; ~ . Let \lk: L2 (O) ~ Vk be the adjoint

of h with respect to the L2-sca.lar product on both spaces, that is, Vk is the L2-orthogonal
projection onto Vk • Then we find that the representation of Vk I with respect to the dual

MJ
bases on MJ and Vk is equal to the matrix adjoint of Pk, that is, 2rk.

In the multi-dimensional case everything is defined using tensor products, that is,

M k = 01=1Mki' Vk = 01=1Vkj , h = Q2;)1=1hj and \lk(= IZ) = 01=1Vkj .

So, h : Vk ~ L2 (Od) is the inclusion operator and Vk : L2 (Od) ~ Vk is the L2-orthogonal
projection onto Vk. We equip Mk and Vk with standard bases that are obtained by making
tensor products of the standard basis functions of its factors, that is, the standard bases
consist of functions of the form </Jk,x = (2}1=1 </J;:j,Xj' Concerning dual basis functions, note

that ¢k x = (2}Jd_1¢;: x. Using the abbreviation m for multi-indices (m, ... ,m) E N~, we
t - J' J

9



conclude that for k E I, Pk is the representation of h with respect to the standard bases
on Vk and MJ and 2drk is the representation of VkI with respect to the dual bases.

MJ

Finally, for a given system All = f3 on O~, let us define A : MJ ~ MJ by

(A<p~,y,<pg,xh2 = Axy (x, Y E og). (5)

Then A is the representation of A with respect to the standard basis on its domain and
dual basis on its image. With the definition Ak = VkAh, we arrive at the conclusion that
(2), with Bk = Ak, is a matrix formulation of the iteration

u +- u - L:hA;;lVk(Au - f), (6)
kEI

where u = E EnO/l(x)<pgx, f = E EnOf3(X)~~x (that is, f3(x) = (f,<pg x)L2 ). Because
x "J ' x "J' ,

the condition number I\, was defined as the quotient of the largest and smallest eigenvalue,
clearly we have K,(EkEI PkA;;lrkA) = I\,(LkEI hA;;lVkA).

Remark 3.1 vVe defined the operator A using the matrix A. Of course, the usual pro
cedure is the other way round. If a is a bilinear form on HJ(Od) and A : MJ ~ MJ is
defined by (Au, v)L2 = a(u, v) (tt, v E M J ), then A defined by (5) is called the stiffness
matrix with respect to the (multi-linear) basis {<plx : x EOn.

Remark 3.2 Consider the hierarchical basis of MJ = EBkEIVk that is obtained by taking
the union of the standard bases of the Vk • The iteration (6) with respect to this basis, that
is, the hierarchical basis for the solution and its dual for the right-hand side, is just block
Jacobi's method with a partitioning into blocks corresponding to the spaces Vk. As we
have seen, for anisotropic problems, the diagonal blocks have bounded condition number
and so robustness of (6) implies that, properly scaled, the stiffness matrix with respect
to this hierarchical basis has a bounded condition number uniformly in the level and the
anisotropy.

3.2 Main theorem; reduction to one dimensional cases

Since MJ = EBkEIVk, there exist unique projections Zk = ZrJ
) : MJ ~ Vk such that

EkEI Zk = I on MJ. Note that Zkh, = 0 if k =J k' and that Zkh is the identity on Vk·

Lemma 3.3 Define W = EkEI ZkAkZk : MJ ~ MJ. Then ~V-l exists and is equal to
EkEI hAk"lVk.

Proof EkEI ZkAkZk Ek'EI h,Ak",1 Vk' = LkEI ZkVk = (LkEI hZkr = I. 0

A consequence of this lemma is that for A > 0, the condition number I\,(EkEl hA;;lVkA)
is the quotient ~ of the optimum constants in the inequalities lTV ~ A ~ rw or, by
Ak = VkAh,

I L:(AZkU, ZkU)L2 ~ (Au, U)L2 ~ r L:(AZku, ZkU)L2 (u E MJ). (7)
kEI kEI

We are now ready to formulate our main theorem.

10



Theorem 3.4 For non-negative constants aj and b with 'Lj=l aj +b > 0, let

and let A : MJ ~ MJ be defined by (Au, v)£1 = a(u, v) (u, v E MJ). Then we have
h:('Lkef hA;lVkA) ;S 1 (uniformly in J, aj and b).

Remark 3.5 From (7), we immediately see that the theorem can be extended to all op
erators A for which there exist c, C > 0 such that

c(Au, u)p ~ (Au, U)L2 ~ C(Au, u)p

for some A as described in the theorem. Examples are linear' finite element discretizations
or discretizations of elliptic boundary value problems with non-constant coefficients. With
a view to the non-constant coefficient case, we note that clearly the theorem does not yield
boundedness of the condition number that is uniform in C/ c.

To prove theorem 3.4, we first note that when (7) is satisfied by A(l) and A(2), then
it also satisfied by c1 A(1) + C2A(2) for any C}, C2 ~ o. As a consequence, we only have to
consider the quadratic forms (Au, u)£1 = lIulli2 and (Au, u)£1 = Iloiulli2. By definition of
a tensor product space, it is sufficient to check (7) for U= 0J=lUj, where Uj E M J •

As a special case of the general definition, the one-dimensional zf) : MJ ~ Vk was

defined by 'L£=o zf) = I. Clearly, for k E I, we have Zk(= Z~J)) = 0J=lZ~:). From

110j ujlli2(Od) = Ilj Ilujlli2(O)' Iloi 0j ujllh(Od) = lIu~lli2(o) Ilj#i lIujlli2(o),
J

L Ilzf) 0j ujlli2(Od) = L 110j Z~:)ujlli2(od) = LIT II Zk:)ujlli2(o) = IT L IIZf)Ujllh(o)
kef kef kef j j k=O

and analogously

J J

L lI oi zf) 0j ujlli2(Od) = L II(ZflUi)'lli2(O) IT L IIZf)Ujlli2(O),
kef k=O j#ik=O

we conclude that it suffices to prove the following norm equivalences in one dimension:

and

J

L IIzf)ulli2 ~ Ilulli2
k=O

J

L II zf)ullt1 ~ Ilulltl
k=O

(8)

(9)

1

(u E MJ), where 11·IIH1 := ("')11 and (U,V)H1:= (u',v')£1.
We start with construetiug an explicit formula for the one-dimensional projections zf):

11



Lemma 3.6 Let Yk : Mk+t -+ Mk be the projection on M k orthogonal with respect to

<','>Mk+l' Then
(J) { YO .... YJ -1 k = 0
~ = r •(I - Yk-d1k ... YJ-1 1 ~ k ~ J

(10)

Proof From MJ-l EB.LMJ VJ = MJ and MJ- 1 = EBf~iVk, it follows that ZY) = (I - YJ-d

d Z (J) Z(J-l)y (k )an k = k J-l 0 ~ ~ J - 1 . 0

Remark 3.7 As noted before, II . IIMk ;;: II . 11£2 on Mk (uniformly in k). If II . IIMk

would be equal to II . 11£2 (which is not the ,case), then zf) defined by (10) would be
equal to (Qk - Qk-l)1 ,where Qk : L2(0) -+ Mk is the L2-orthogonal projection onto

MJ

Mk and Q-l := O. For the decomposition 1l = E£=o(Qk - Qk-l)1l, (8) is trivially true.
The corresponding relation (9) is famous and it is the key to the modern regularity free
convergence proofs of standard multi-level methods (d. [11, 12]). Unlike the decomposition
1l = 'Lf=o(Qk - Qk-l)1l, our decomposition was not introduced as a clever trick for the
analysis of an overlapping subspace correction method, but it was yielded by the method
itselL

In the next two subsections 3.3 and 3.4, we will prove the norm equivalences (8) and
(9) respectively. We will prove (8) by estimating the angles between the spaces Vk with
respect to the L2-scalar product for our one-dimensional regular grid case. For the same
case, an alternative proof exploiting the standard bases of the Vk will appear in [7]. We will
prove (9) in an abstract framework using (8), Ef=III(Qk - Qk-dulli2 ;;: Ilulli2 (u E M J )

and II· IIMk ;:: II . Ilu on Mk.

3.3 An L2-equivalent norm on MJ

Since zf) is the projection from MJ onto Vk satisfying Ef=o zf) = I, the validity of (8)
depends on the angle between the spaces Vk.

Lemma 3.8 Let Okl be the smallest constant satisfying

(strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). Put 0 = (Oklkz and assume p(0 - I) < 1.
Then

J

1 - p(8 - 1) ~ Ilulli2/ L IIzflulli2 ~ 1 + p(0 - 1) (u E M J ).

k=O

Proof Use

J J J

II 11 2 "" (J) "" (J) "" II (J) 112 "" ((J) (J»)u £2 = (L.,.. Zk tt, L.,.. Zl 1I)u = L.,.. Zk U £2 + L.,.. Zk U, Zl u £2
k=O [=0 k=O O~kf=I~J

12
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and
J

I L (zy)u, ZlJ)U)L2 1 ~ L ()kIII Zf)ull£2I1 ZlJ)ull£2 ~ p(8 - 1) L IIZy)ullh·
O$k=F=I$J O$k=F=I$J k=O

o

Using the fact that for k > 1, Vk is orthogonal to MI :J VI with respect to <',' >Mk (use
(4)), we obtain the following estimate for ()kl:

Proposition 3.9 For k > 1,

1 I I I I I 0 0-1
()kl ~ IIMfp (r AlkP t r (Mk - 1)p ... P MI 21In~+-n?,

~

(k-I)x

where Mm := RmPm (mass-matrix) and Rm is the adjoint of Pm : t'2(0~) -t L2(0).

Proof Since Pk and pI are injective, Mk and r l Alkpl are invertible. The operators
Pkpl(rlMkpl tIr l Rk and PkAl;1 Rk are the L2-orthogonal projections on Vk (= range Pkpl)
and M k (= range Pk), in particular, these operators are the identity on Vk and M k re
spectively. So for u E Vk C Mk and v E VI, we have

o=<u, v>Mk=<Pk},;!;;1 Rku, v>Mk=<lU;;1 Rku, Pk-IV>no = (u, PkM;; I Pk-
IV)£2

k

and thus

(U,V)£2 = (u,(I - Pk Al;IPk-
I )V)£2 = (Pkpl(rIMkpItI1,IRku,Pk(I - Al;I)P;IV)£2

= (u, Pkpl(rl Ahpl t1rl(Ah - 1)p;lV)£2.

Application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality shows that

()k/ ~ IIPkpl(rl Ahpl t I1,I(Ah - 1)P;11 11£2+-L2.
M/JVI

1 1

For u = Pmx E M m, we have Ilulih = (Pmx, PmX)£2 = IIM~xll~?n or lIull£2 = IIM~P,;;:lulln?n'
Using this we get

1 1

II - I I I) I I ( ) I - -II(hi ~ AIfP (r AlkP - r },;h - I Pk- P1MI 2 n~+-n?'

Since Pk-
IPI = pO . .. pO, the proof is complete.
~

(k-l)x

Remark 3.10 Let k > 1. From the above proof it appears that the upper bound for (hi

from proposition 3.9 is equal to the smallest constant ()~I satisfying

I(U,V)L2 1 ~ ()~llIull£2l1vll£2 for all u E Vk,v E MI.

Similarly, one could check that
1 1

()kl = 11},;!lpI (1,1 Jhp1 t I1,1(},;h - 1) pO . .. pO pI (rlAIlpl t21lno+-n1 .
~ k /-1

(k-I) X

13



We will now estimate the upper bound for Ok[ from proposition 3.9 in our one-dimensional

1 'd D fi = 02(Ot ) £2(0°) b (= )() {2U(X) x E °:n-lregu ar gn case. e ne p : (. m-l -+ m Y P U x = 0 x EO~ \O:n_l
and F : f2(0~) -+ f2(0~_I) by (FU)(X) = u(x). Then F = (jY)*. It holds that

pO = ~ [ 1 2 1 ]pO, pI = ~ [-1 2 -1 ]1'1, rO = rO ~ [1 2 1] and r
1 = r1~ [-1 2 -1 ].

The mass-matrix M m is given by the difference stencil HI 4 1]. It satisfies the relation

(11)

The set {1fJ~) : x 1---+ J2 sin(7l"ix) hE{I,...n m }, where nm := h;;/ - 1, forms an orthonormal
basis of f2(0~) consisting of eigenvectors 1fJ~) of M m , ~[1 2 1] and ~[-1 2 -1] with
eigenvalues ~(2 + cos (7l"ih m )), ~(1 + cos(7l"ih m )) and HI - cos(7l"ih m )) respectively. It holds
that

r 1ol.(i) = r1ol.(nm+l-i) = ol.(i) I -pI (ol.(i)1 ) = ol.(i) + ol.(nm+l-i)
'l-'m 'l-'m 'l-'m 01' 'l-'m 0 1 'l-'m 'l-'m ,

m-l m-l

and
-pOol.(i) = 1/,(i) _ ol.(nm+1-i)

'l-'m-l 'I'm 'l-'m

({i E {1, ... ,nm -d).
After a basis transformation to the orthonormal bases, straightforward computations

using the relations above now show that

1 1 1 1 1 11"""() . . _1< IliV!fP (r Ahp r r -4]1 (Ah-l - I)Alk_21110o~oo
k k-1

max{ll~ [(2-X)1(1+X)]. x(x
2 -1)111 :x=cos(7l"ihk),iE {1, ... ,nk- d }

(2+x)2{I-x) (1+2x 2 )2"

x(1 - x2 )
< max 1 =: TJ ~ .153 .

XE[0,ll2(1 +2x2 )2"

and, by a repeated application of (11), that for 1< k - 1

14



3.4 An HI-equivalent norm on MJ

A consequence of (8) is that

(12)

Let Qk : L2(n) -+ M k be the L2-orthogonal projection on M k. Then it is well-known
that

(13)

From the inverse estimate

we also have
IIQk\lHl+-Hl ;:: 1.

In [11, Appendix], a compact proof is given of

J

L \I(Qk - Qk-l)ull~l ;;: \lull~l (U EMJ)
k=1

(14)

(15)

(16)

(where Q-l := 0). As we will see this proof with zf) playing the role of Qk - Qk-l will
also yield (9). A crucial property of zf) is stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.11 For 1 :::; k :::; J, \lzf) Ilu+-Hl ;S hk - 1 •

Proof From lemma 3.6 we know that for 1 :::; l..~ :::; J, zf) = (1 - Yk-dlk··· YJ - 1 , where
Yi : M1+I -+ M l is the projection on M 1orthogonal with respect to <.,. >M'+1. From
(13) it follows that for u E M k ,

\1(1 - Yk- 1 )U\lU ;:: 11(1 - Yk- 1 )uIlMk :::; 11(1 - Qk-dullMk ;:: 11(1 - Qk-dullu ;S hk-dluIlHl,
(17)

which gives the proof for the case k = J.
For 1 :::; k < J, we write

Z(J) - Z(J)Q
k - k J (Z(J-l)Q Z(J-l)(}, Q)) Qk J-l + k J-l - J-l J

(J-l) (J-l)( Q)QZk QJ-l +Zk YJ- 1 - J-l J

J

- Zkk)Qk + L Zr- 1)(Yi_l - QI-l)QI.
l=k+l

15



From (17), (15), (12) and (13), we now get

II ZY) IIL2_Hl $ II Zkk
)II£2_H11IQkIlHI_HI +

J

L II Zkl- 1
)1I£2_L2I1Yl-1 - QI-III£2_H1 IIQdIHI_HI

I=k+l
J

;S hk - l + L hi-I::::'; hk - l •

I=k+l
o

Remark 3.12 An obvious approach for estimating IIZY)IIL2_HI for 1 $ k < J would be
to use

IIZY) 11£2-HI $ III - Yk- I Il£2_H 1 IIYk... }J-IIIHI_HI ;S hk-11lYk ... YJ-1IIHI_Hl.

Yet, the HI-stability IIYk··· YJ-11IHI_HI ;S 1 (uniformly in k < J) is not known a priori.

[Assuming lemma 3.11, it can be proved using Yk ... lJ-1 = (I - Qk - Ef=k+I zlJ») +Qk.]

Theorem 3.13 Ef=o IIZY)ull~1 ::::.; Ilullkl (u E MJ).

Proof [Based on [11, Appendix].] Let u E MJ and UI = (QI - QI-I)U. Then UI E MI
and so for 1< k $ J, ZY)UI = o. For k $ 1, it follows from (14), (12) and (13) that

IIZY)udIHI ;S h;lll ZY)udlu ;S h;lllutilu ;S h;l htiludlHl.

Let 1/\ m = mini1, m}. Writing u = Ef=o Ul, we get

J J J J ll\m
L IIZY)ull~1 L L (ZY)UI, ZYJUm)HI = L L(ZY)UI, ZY)Um)HI
k=O k=O I,m=k l,m=O k=O

J Mm J

< L L h;2h1hmllutlIHl llumIIHI;S L hlA~hlhmlludlHlllumllHI
l,m=O k=O l,m=O

J

;S L lIutll~1 ~ lIull~1
1=0

by (16).
In [11, lemma 6.1]' it was proved that for k $ 1, u E M k and v E MI,

I(U,V)H11;S (hkhL)-!lIuIIH 1 Ilvllu.

Using this and IIZ!!)ull£2 = II (Z!!)f ullL2 ;S hm-tIIZ!!)uIIHl by lemma 3.11, we obtain for
uEMJ,

J

Ilull~1 = L (Zf)u, ZlJJU)Hl ;S
k,I=O

J

L (hkh l )-! min{hk_l , hl_dIlZf)uIIH1IIZI(J)vIIHI
k,I=O

J

;S L IIZY)ull~l,
k=O

which completes the proof.
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